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Man kann das Marques de Riscal lieben oder hassen
– aber es ist auf jeden Fall in aller Munde.

angus mcdonald

beach-land: entlang der küste
reiht sich eine bucht an die andere – mit unberührten stränden aus
dunklem schlick und gelbem sand.

„Der Wein lebt“
Im Hotel Marques de Riscal trifft Geschichte auf Hightech – und meisterliche
Rioja-Tradition auf zeitgenössische Architektur-Avant-garde.
Kein Wunder: Auf dem Etikett steht auch Frank O. Gehry.
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Standing out amidst the quiet rolling vineyards of
the Spanish Rioja region, a futuristic landmark has altered
the environment irrevocably, dragging the medieval village
of El Ciego into the 21st Century. The Marques de Riscal
luxury hotel is the renowned Canadian architect’s latest
masterpiece and is the hot topic on everyone’s lips. Love
it or hate it, Frank O. Ghery’s latest creation is in perfect
harmony with his infamous Bilbao Guggenheim Museum,
a vision of coloured titanium waves atop an edgy glass and
stone structure.
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The Marques de Riscal winery, home to the Ghery hotel
prides itself on mingling tradition with the contemporary.
An ancient winery dating back to 1858, today it produces
some of Spain’s best known quality Rioja and has stepped
into the future by creating a place where wine is made,
cared for and sampled in a five-star setting.
With just 43 rooms, there’s a feeling of exclusivity as you
walk the hotel’s red carpet to the sleek rooms where pale
maple wood, leather touches and dark marble bathrooms
ooze luxury.
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Gerüchten zufolge wurde Gehry mit einer Flasche Rioja,
Jahrgang 1929, für das Projekt gewonnen.

beach-land: entlang der
küste reiht sich eine bucht
an die andere – mit unberührten stränden aus dunklem schlick und gelbem sand.
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Die Technik in den Zimmern ist so modern, dass man fast schon
studierter Kybernetiker sein muss, um das Licht auszuschalten.
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traubenbad
these days no hotel is complete without
its own spa. and in these vineyards nothing
could have been more appropriate than a
caudalie vinothérapie® spa.
following the

slick contemporary chic style the spa

has minimalist treatment rooms in wooden and dark
slate tones, a glorious pool and a lounge with beautiful coffee table photography books to browse while
sipping a grape infusion. there are also several ‘barrel baths’, giant barrel-shaped jacuzzis where you
can wallow in fresh micro-crushed grape residue!
all caudalie’s products come from grape seeds which
contain powerful molecules 10,000 times more efficient than vitamin e to fight ageing. the french
wine therapy experts have devised several delicious
treatments like the cabernet crush, an exfoliating
scrub with grape seeds, honey and sugar and the
amusingly named ‘pulp friction’, a massage with local
grape juice. www.caudalie.com
find out more at www.marquesderiscal.com
or www.starwoodhotels.com
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dinner mit aussicht: das abendmenü, das aus fünf vorspeisengrossen gängen besteht, wird im freien serviert
und ist ganz nach dem geschmack der gäste. schon bei der
ankunft wird jeder gefragt, welche speisen er nicht mag.

After just 1 month’s opening time, everything is shiny and
new: the hotel is still in the early birthing stages.
The atmosphere is high tech. Each room is equipped with
flat screen televisions by Bang & Olufsen, VOIP telephones
and WIFI internet access. In fact, it’s so cutting edge,
it’s hard to work out. One needs a PHD in electronics
to switch off the TV and the lighting, like the rest of the
funky furnishings chosen by Ghery, is a world of its own.
Apparently, Ghery’s designer ‘cloud’ lights were completed
before the rooms were finished. The white casing around
the bulb, had the builders confused and they mistook the
edgy designer accessories for protective layers around the
real thing and showing little regard for the bulbous creations! Little did they know.

Ghery’s personal touch is everywhere. As well
as designing the curvaceous building he chose its interiors:
everything from the B&B leather sofas to the Alvar Aalto
inspired furniture and the bright red Ligne Roset ‘pop’
anyway h e r b s t
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chairs. In the breakfast room too, Ghery is omnipresent. It’s
all about aesthetics: orange plastic Verner Panton chairs, high
ceilings and on the wall: Ghery’s complexe sketches.
At the stylish Vinoteca too the lines are simple and iconic.
The walls are lined with 1,000 bottles, a gigantic ‘library’ of
Riojas, Rosados and white Ruedas. To find out more about
the local produce, a visit to the Marques de Riscal’s cellars is
almost compulsory!
Wander around the heart of the winery from the brand new
state of the art fermentation tanks and computer control
cabin to the thousands of barrels wait for their time... But
the most fascinating place has to be the ‘cathedral of wine’.
Slightly spooky, the ‘crypt’ contains around 16,000 bottles
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from every single year since the winery’s produced its first
bottle in 1862. It’s one of the world’s most extensive collections of bottles from one particular vineyard.
Bottles lie covered in dust, like forgotten treasures. To age
well, the wine must be left in peace, no light, no touching,
no moving. We are told in hushed tones: “you understand,
it’s alive”. Only very special guests are granted access and
the biggest privilege of all: to sample a bottle of their birth
year. Indeed, the story says that’s how Ghery was persuaded
to take on the project: with a bottle of 1929 Rioja. The
king too, on his recent visit was given his, as well as a
reserve which is still in American oak barrels ageing alongside another 25,000.
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A further privilege, Ghery even has his very own
2001 limited edition vintage, about 5000 bottles produced
with his signature. Here too old meets new, as ancient
wine making traditions have been modernised to enhance
the experience: an introductory film in the brand new cinema, efficient staff in sleek uniforms bearing the Marques
de Riscal’s signature golden logos and a cosy shop where
you can pick up a souvenir. To sample the wine with a
view of El Ciego’s medieval cathedral, head to the hotel’s
spectacular rooftop lounge library. The perfect spot for a
glass or two in the evening sun. Below, the gourmet restaurant awaits with its impeccable white linens and oversized
flower arrangements. It’s simple, sleek and classic.
The staff are cheerful, relaxed even. Perhaps it’s a result
of their youth? In the kitchens, 26-year-old Jose Ramon
Pieniero runs the show. Despite his young age, he has
trained with big names like Ferran Adrià at the famous
El Bulli restaurant and with the only Michelin starred chef
in the area: Francis Paniego, who is the hotel’s executive
chef and has been training him for almost ten years.

dinner mit aussicht: das abendmenü, das aus fünf
vorspeisengrossen gängen besteht, wird im freien
serviert und ist ganz nach dem geschmack der gäste.
schon bei der ankunft wird jeder gefragt, welche
speisen er nicht mag.

bordeaux & chocolate
ex bartender, marta saenz, the hotel’s local
sommelier, shares her secrets with us.
”the 2001 rioja was a particularly good year”. she
reveals that there are only 20 odd bottles left in
the hotel!

“from now on it’s 2002 on the tables of

the ‘1860’ gourmet restaurant. i opened the first one
yesterday. but the 2002 is very good too” she smiles.
it’s hard to say which is her absolute favourite
but she admits: “i do have a soft spot for sauvignon
blanc, and for the barón de chirel because it
changes during the course of your meal.”
what’s best french or spanish wine? she prefers
bordeaux wines “it’s very similar to rioja, or rather
rioja is similar to bordeaux!” but she adds: “you

Die „Weinkathedrale” ist eine der
weltweit größten Sammlungen
aus einem einzigen Gut.

simply can’t compare them… the french may well
have the best wines, but it’s like saying you want
to compare black chocolate with white chocolate.
it’s still chocolate but it isn’t comparable”.
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meat ball with summer truffle over a
potato parmentier and spring garlic
ingredients:
1kg of minced veal
1/2kg minced pork loin
1 crushed garlic clove with parsley
1 cup of thick béchamel
6 eggs
salt
3 finely chopped truffles
a shot of riojan white wine

elaboration: mix well all ingredients and let the
dough rest. form the dough into balls (bigger than
usual). fry the meat balls in a pan and put them in a
clay pot. strain the oil used to fry the meat balls.
if it is very dark, add some fresh oil. separately
prepare an onion cut into bigger dices, a slice of
bread, half a tomato and three unpeeled garlic
cloves. slowly and carefully fry all these ingredients in the strained oil. when they are golden brown
add a bit of flour and “mash through a strain”. add
this sauce to the clay pot in which you earlier put
the meat balls. add as well some vegetable stock, a
bit of oporto wine and some riojan white wine. slowly
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cook all together and add some salt.
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finishing: as a side dish boil some potatoes with a
bit of salt and olive oil. once cooked, strain them

dinner mit aussicht: das abendmenü, das aus fünftionse-

and let them dry out in the open oven so that they

quisl inci et lutatis essit, velent lan ex eu feugait

loose a bit of their moisture. mash the potato with a
fork and slowly add olive oil until reaching the maximum soaking capacity of the potatoes. if you wish
you can as well add some truffle juice and salt.
put the potato parmentier at the bottom of a plate,
the meat ball on top and finally lay the spring gar-

Cool and collected, Jose takes everything in his
stride. Cooking for the king of Spain who came to the
opening was no problem: ‘no stress’ he says smiling and
adds the king was a regular at his previous restaurant.
Along with his mentor’s obvious influence, Jose says he
looked to his grandmother for inspiration. She once put
a hot tomato soup in the freezer to cool it down for him,
leading the young chef to create his much revered red pepper ice cream. He admits his Basque Riojan menu is an
‘evolving project. It’s a mix of ‘avant garde and traditional
cuisine: a fusion of both’. And, although it’s early days Jose
plans to alter the menu to introduce ‘more local seasonal
products and more wine’ while still keeping classics like
their award winning croquets and the ‘meatballs with truffle’ which is the dish he recommends after serious consideration. He grins: ‘everything we do is simple yet sophisticated’. Sounds like a perfect motto.

lic on the meat ball.
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